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Prelude

Singer:

Start like an ox

Next like an ass

Vexed like a fox

Heart like a glass

Lost like a glove

Found like a sock

Loved like a land

Heart like a cross

Heart like a well

Wrought like a lock

Crow like a cock

Heart like a duck
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Speaker  : “What would life be without secrets?” asked my mother. And she stirred 

the soup and set the table for the pair of us. And she pulled out an extra bowl from the 

sideboard: big and old it was, the colour of clotted cream or an old fellow's 

fingernails, it was. And she set it aside for our visitor, who never ate at table. 

The butter was never hard back then, in that house, which you reached by the 



traditional boggy track. And we were never bothered by flies, despite us keeping a 

farm. Nor were we cold in the winter, though all across the county others shuffled in 

mittens and woolly hats from one cold frosty dawn to the next frozen dusk - cursing 

and complaining about the long dark nights. And about the wind and the sleet which 

wrapped itself around your gills; and which bore into your marrow; and which 

seemed to settle on those various inner organs that went to form your private parts.

The softness of the butter came at a certain price, as everything does. Each 

morning the Devil would call round at the house and ask to use the lavatory, which as 

luck would have it was an outside affair, the kind of tumbledown wooden shack you'll 

maybe have seen in old western films. Not the height of sophistication of the kind 

offered on nearly every high street nowadays. No, far from it... especially when the 

Devil had parked himself on the toilet for the duration. This toliet was certainly a 

singular piece of porcelain, as I now recall, thrown in a perfect oval. And to my 

young mind back then, it looked like the remains of an ideal egg, something from 

which a phoenix might have hatched. A sturdy piece of bathroom furniture, you might 

call it – if you were in the business of selling this kind of thing on the high street, or 

even in an out-of-town warehouse complex which also offered sofas, dancettes, 

curtain poles, and such like. There all day he would sit, on this numinous and 

wondrous bowl (the like of which I have never seen since, truly I have not), and 

unburden himself. The heat he gave off was something. And the sulphurous stench of 

his nibs meant that the cows in their outhouse were always moaning and yet had to 

make do. And while there were no flies, the farm yet attracted the old salamander, 

cockroaches by the dozen, and the occasional basilisk... These kind of creatures alone 

would come within a hundred yards of the place: fearsome, irksome creatures that 

gave nothing back and didn't respond to the human voice, or indeed to anything 

passing for human. And the butter gave off the faint smell of brimstone as you spread 

it on your toast. And living there at all times was like sucking for ever on an old 

match box - and never quite launching the little drawer into space for a laugh (which 

were as rare then as new socks). Just the taste of wet wood and sulphur in your mouth 

the whole time, was what it was like.



The farm was set up on a high hillside and there was little or nothing higher in 

the whole of the county. From here, from his throne, with the door open (to the horror 

of my mother), the Devil would sit and survey the land with feigned disinterest and a 

studied tone of indifference. “The comings and goings of humans mean nothing to 

me,” he would say grandly; and the little faces of the damned that glowed form his 

elbow and knee joints would yawn accordingly as if bored of the whole sorry show. 

But he was not above sharing a little bit of gossip with my mother... and more often 

than not before long she'd be yelling from the window some garbled bit of news 

about the postman, the butcher, or a wayward child in my class at the school. The 

Devil lapped it all up like it was a second portion of soup, with some bread on the 

side.

“Mrs Spillane,” the Devil roared, and his testicles hung over the toilet bowl 

like two ostrich eggs, “what's that you say about Big Adrian? Can you not see the 

poor man has his reasons for acting in that way?” And he admonished mother for her 

ignorance and stupidity, as he saw it. “Even an uneducated woman like yourself,” he 

continued, his green skin the colour and texture of a Dunlop Purofort Wellington 

boot, “should be able to ratiocinate or infer in a fashion of sorts, and come to the 

correct conclusion.” To be frank, even as a slow child as I was back then, a blank 

slate as it were, I could not help wonder whether he wasn't a bit of a misogynist. But I 

knew better than to intervene; and my mother was not one for taking such a kicking 

lying down. More often than not, she'd storm out to the khasi and wave her wooden 

spoon in his face and berate him, even as his enormous belly rolled like thunder 

across the valley. And when the argument was over, he'd meekly ask if there was not 

a scrap of meat to go with the meal.

“The meat, the air, and the view - that's why I come to this town,” was one of 

his mantras. His eyes were as empty as a railway yard at night with its lonely guard 

dog under a dim and distant spotlight. And he'd whisper songs into my ears 

sometimes. But he viewed the washed up bodies of infants on far away beaches as so 

much filling for his packed lunch sandwiches, to have instead of the grated orange 

cheese of which he had grown weary; and I never truly felt he was someone who 



could be trusted with the delivery of an important message or package, or with any of 

the few and precious secrets which I carried in my head.
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“I've a gift for you,” he tells me one morning. I'm busy throwing cans at a fence post 

so I'm only half listening as usual but I can't but help be intrigued. A gift...

“What might that be? A bike?”

“Well, what do you think?”

“Ah, not a bike then. Football boots perhaps?”

“Neither bike nor football boots. Those are not the kind of gifts which I endow, 

generally speaking. A bicycle is an abomination, causing men to travel at inhuman 

speeds and making a shambles of their nether regions into the bargain. Football – this 

is so clear I don't know why I'm telling you it, but I am - is simply a pointless waste 

of time in the great scheme of things. And before you know it, you'd have graduated 

from boots to tattoos, then to modelling underwear in Times Square and making a 

right spectacle of yourself into the bargain.”

“If you gave me the power to turn myself into a cushion, I could continue to 

play Squashy Time even when I've grown what is thought of as a bit too big for such 

a past-time,” I suggested.

“That I will not do. Immaturity does not become you.”

“I'd quite like a tail.”

“A tail!? Do you think a young lad like you could even do so much as go to the 

quarry for a swim among friends with a long and hairless rat's tail dangling from your 

arse, let alone the public swimming pool? It'd cause a to-do of the first water. 

Everyone would call you Little Rat Tail or worse. Even a career as a professional 

footballer and modelling Bodywear for H&M on a billboard the size of one side of 

the Marriott Marquis Hotel itself would be preferable to that.”

“How about a tail like yours?”

“It would pull on your poor spine and you'd end up in a wheelchair. A specially 



adapted one. Unless you had the tail amputated. But in any event, you'd end up 

crippled.” He was not one for sensitivity, the Devil.

“A cat's tail then!”

“Ah, but then I'd have to turn you into a cat. Think of the time you've already 

devoted to playing the piano and mastering whist: a cat can't be dealing with such 

things – and the rule is, if you want the tail you have to take the lot. That's what the 

rules say.”

“Rules? Whose rules?'

“Never you mind whose rules. And forget the whole idea of having a tail. The 

only tail I'd contemplate giving you is that of a pig, but even then its corkscrew 

novelty would soon wear off with the girls, let me tell you. Besides, what would you 

mother say? No, I've something else in mind and in fact while you've been blathering, 

the gift has already been wrapped, sealed, delivered, opened and the batteries put in, 

in the correct order. All you have to do is switch it on, if you get my drift.”

He was a prolix fellow, the Devil, and certainly loved the sound of his own 

voice and the meanderings of his own peculiar way of thinking. I had no choice but to 

play along.

“How do I turn it on – this gift?”

“Well now, put an index finger in one ear. Go on. And press the other ear to the 

wall. That's how it's done.”

I did as I was told. Before me a new world opened like a barn door in a high 

wind on the hill. Through the wall, inside the wall, I could hear all the tiny unseen 

creatures that milled around in their strange, industrious way while we in the human 

world picked our noses and lamented the colour of the clouds in the sky. Thousands 

of tiny feet, marching in armies, forming vast caravans, stomping to and fro across 

enormous vistas. And the shrill songs that formed in their tiny throats! I took my 

finger from my ear and paused for breath: a deep breath of amazement. All thoughts 

of whist and football and America and the soft pads on the feet of the cat I would 

never be (Herbert, I thought, would be the name of such a cat, though that was 

certainly not my name) – all such thoughts vanished in an instant and for ever!
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Back to the wall! Again and again. And then, scrambling hither and thither across the 

ruts of mud that formed the farm yard, running to yet another wall! A quick 

calculation showed me there were 160 flat planes in the shambles of the little farm. 

And my ear told me that there were perhaps 154 million beasts of atomic or 

sub-atomic size within these structures. Each had at least six feet. Busy, they were, 

and noisy to boot.

And beyond this small patch of earth on which I'd spent most of my life, there 

was an expanding universe the like of which I could not imagine. Which nobody 

could imagine. And you'd be a fool to sit there and try. Better to do something 

practical instead, like clean the dirt from the studs of your boots with an old knife; or 

feed the wretched cat, which always seems to be hungry. Or gather all the cushions 

and pillows together in one big heap and prepare yourself for Squashy Time once 

more. 

Way, way beyond all this insect life, the subterranean cities of termites, ants, 

woodlice and such like, as the years unfolded I could hear at greater and greater 

distance and in increasing detail. Of course it was a curse of sorts. And of course 

often I was confused at the sounds I heard, obscure and disjointed as they were. I 

would have to hold them still in my mind, turn then this way and that and 

contemplate their shape, so to speak, before I could ascertain their true nature. This 

was a skill the Devil had not thought to mention and by the time it arose as a 

necessity, the days of his visitation had long since faded – along with my mother's 

face, the shape and size of the old farm, the smell of the dingy bedroom, the precise 

colour of the moss on tree trunks in September, and indeed entire sections of the 

countryside – uprooted as it all was by the coming of the railway. The valley 

disappeared in a cloud of steam and for me at least it did not re-emerge.

Alone at my wall, in the town house – identical to hundreds of other town 

houses (in a town which itself resembled hundreds of other towns across the world) – 



alone at my solitary post, I put my ear to the beige wallpaper, sitting on the brown 

carpet at the bottom of the stairs, a thermos at my feet. 

I could hear Butch Cassidy's booted feet in his stirrups and the snort of the 

mule - and the sound of small rocks as they fell from a great grey slag heap some 

miles outside of San Vicente Canton.

I could hear the slippered feet of Tony Blair as he paced his marble hallway, 

unaware of a faint trickle of blood that seeped from the cupboard under the stairs, 

where a fugitive had taken shelter.

I could hear the delivery van pull up on the high street and a man I thought I'd 

knew – but Big Adrian had surely been dead some twenty years – unload carrots, 

potatoes, swedes, turnips, kale, beans and celery (which later could be heard as it was 

crunched underfoot where a stick had dropped there outside the pub at closing time).

And in the far distance, the boots of Osama Bin Laden sounded on the dry 

earth of Afghanistan, and I heard the pained cough that caught in his throat, and the 

whirr of a hand held camera as he calmly announced his plans for the destruction of 

this or that part of civilisation, which was an affront to his newly discovered sense of 

dignity. 

And I heard a bicycle race ascend a tall mountain and the bikes all descending 

at impossible speeds, taking curves in something like silence though the clatter of 

gears and the panting of the racers makes this seem improbable, I agree. And I heard 

Hedy Lamarr stretch by a swimming pool, put down a glass containing ice and a 

liquid I was unable to identify at such a distance, vermouth perhaps – heard her 

talking of guided missiles in an accent that again I could not place.

And the sound of the train as it pulled from the yard with its silent cargo on its 

way into the centre of the country could be heard then in what one might call forensic 

detail. Its engine a heart that seemed to pull us all along, up the side of the mountain, 

down through the dark of the long and solemn valley, then along the bank of a broad 

and broiling river, heading further and further from the coast until it was lost for ever 

to our senses.
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Singer:

They tore up the rails from the harbour

Cutting off the line, vine root and jugular vein

All that now thrives here are weeds and widows

What was it we heard? A whistle or Wilhelm scream?

The last train has left the harbour silent

Clouds of steaming memory scorch the flower strewn backyards

They tore up the rails from the harbour

What was it we heard? A whistle or children's scream?

(after Milton Nascimento)

ENDS


